
Questions 

Your criminal background check is only MyCase.  This is not a service that extends past Indiana.  Therefore, there is not an "extensive 
background" as referred to in your letter.  How do you plan to improve your background check system? 
Are they grandfathered in since they currently at Vine St. or are they required to go thru zoning with the town? 
If there are issues, how can we get them removed? 
Why can't they build offices on the property on Township Line Rd with the 5 acres? 
Prove our property values will not decrease. 
Prove there will be no over nights. 
Where do people go when the building is closed? 
Why buying so many properties in Plainfield? 
Why scattering the people served into several buildings? 
What are the future plans for this property for future housing? 
What is the percentage of crime in neighborhoods with Narcan vs the facilities without Narcan. 
Does St. Mark's address/still address the issues brought up today? 
What is the tracking/accountability for the Narcan distribution of Family Promise Vine St location and beyond? 
Plainfield has a small homeless population (about zero). Where are these people going to be shipped in from? 
How will I be compensated for my property's value loss? 
What happens to the people who are turned away? 
Where do people sleep and go once turned away? 
What are the future plans for this location? Could it potentially turn into a full blown rehab clinic once they get years into this? 
Where do they go after they’ve had their suppers if Family Promise has no rooms available? 
Why can't they build at the new Daum site? 
Where do they go when closed?  Not a 24 hr facility 
What is your drug screen process? Sex-offender? 
Do you provide transportation after hours? 
What about our elementary schools, bus stops, children walking? 
What are your zoning changes? 
Will you change your mind and use this as an overnight shelter in the future? 
Couldn’t you do more for those you serve than buying and remodeling a new building?  Can’t your funds be better well spent? 
Why are there no Family Promise facilities in Avon? Surely, Plainfield hasn’t cornered the market on those needing help. 



Is Family Promise gonna pay us the money we lose on our property if they move in? 
How much do you plan on spending to renovate the church? 
How does keeping the boy scouts and the AA/NA meetings going to work if you’re closed at 6? 
Now you say someone is going to be staying at the property overnight….so, what is it?  No one is going to stay over night or someone is?  You 
can’t have it both ways. 
Will the October 4th meeting be as bad as the Aug 23rd meeting? 
Does Family Promise not respect or care about the neighborhood? If this is how you’re going to act now, what kind of a neighbor are you going 
to make in the future?   
What is the truth about what you’re really going to do at this property? 
Do you plan to build on the property? 
How do you think your clients and staff will feel if they know they are not welcomed?  Protests could occur regularly and signs could go up in 
people’s yards? 
What affects will negative press have on Family Promise’s name and reputation if you keep pushing to get in to this neighborhood? 
Can’t you go somewhere else? 
How many board members and staff live in Plainfield?   
How many board members and staff live outside of Hendricks County? 
How many board members own neighborhoods would support you moving in to their neighborhood? 
Will they really answer our questions? Or blow us off like Aug 23 
Who is auditing their tax returns? 
Did you invite Vine St residents to the October 4 meeting as asked in the Aug 23 meeting? 
How interactive have you been with your current neighbors? Do you think they really like that you moved in? 
When moving in to Vine St you sent out fliers.  Can we get a copy of that flier and the promises you made? Some you have broken. 
Can you provide us with your process for when someone comes in to get help? Do you have a standard operating procedure or flow chart?  How 
do you consistently provide help from one person to the next? 
Can you provide us with your process for when someone comes to your door? What are the steps? 
What happens to a person when you turn them away from your door? 
What are the 9 properties you refer to in this excerpt from  "Secured 9 properties that are exclusively for the use of FP families.This is a result of 
partnerships with the town of Plainfield, private investors and a local bank." Impact 100 Indy Interim Report 
Where are the "Secured 16 unit sleeping rooms for single and homeless." referred to in your Impact 100 Indy Interim Report 
What other plans do you currently have in the "works" in Plainfield (i.e., East St Apartments, Smith Road) 
What is your specific vetting process for clients 
Are all clients from Hendricks county or from other places? 



Are you affiliated with Camp Camby or Active Grace? 
What are you "partnerships" in Plainfield (i.e., St Marks) 
What is your project timeline for the acquitistion, remodel, move in for Hope? 
What are the specific variances you need from the Town of Plainfield? 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Comments/Concerns 

I do feel the concern of the balance of helping people but concerns of this program. 
"If you build it, they will come" 
My concerns are the addicted homeless, the length of hours of operation, the potential for added crime and troubles, zoning, decreased 
property value personally and fewer potential buyers 
Reduction of the desirability/safety of the neighborhood.   
Transients in neighborhood (that will want to be within walking distance from the facility) 
Increased crime 
Concern for safety (even perceived safety) of elderly neighbors and children 
Will people feel safe to walk, bike, etc in neighborhood and nearby playgrounds 
DRUGS and crime (go together like PB&J) 
Reduced property values and ability to sell property 
Currently this is a safe quiet neighborhood, only traffic is on Sundays (for church service), that will change 
If narcan is available, neighborhood will become a hot-spot for drug addicts 
I'm sure Family Promise does help some people, but I don't believe they should be located in a residential neighborhood in Plainfield. 
Not all neighborhoods are the same.  We don't want our neighborhood becoming like N. Vine St. 
I am worried about crime entering our neighborhood after Family Promise closes at 6 pm. 
I'm concerned about the narcan. 
I'm not saying the Town of Plainfield does not need a facility like this, but it not needed in a residential area.  A facility like this needs to be in a 
more public/retail space.  Kids play freely and unsupervised at this space.  
There are 2 elementary schools within blocks of this location.  We need to keep Family Promise in another location 
I'm concerned about property values and crime. 
I'm concerned about the safety of neighbors 
I'm concerned about the increase in traffic and safety of our children. 
Decrease in property values; increase in crime rate 
Fences will devalue property values and aesthetics 
This type of facility should not be located in a neighborhood. 
I'm concerned about the police runs to the current facility 
My concerns are crime and traffic increase and property values decreasing. 
I'm also concerned about people wandering around the neighborhood. 
We were not happy with the way the meeting (Aug 23) was conducted and ultimately shut down. 



Just because someone asks you to buy something, you don’t have to buy it (referring to Hope soliciting Family Promise). 
Putting a fence around the property will only make our peaceful, safe neighborhood look and feel like a prison.  What an eye sore. 
Our concerns for safety are not about your property; it’s about our property.  Providing a security guard at your place won’t help us out. 
A rehab facility is not needed in a residential setting. 
We will not sit idly by and let this happen. 
You missed your opportunity on the Ashley Motel.  Don’t miss your opportunity on the Budget Inn by I70. 
In the Aug 23 meeting you said, “this is my job” (i.e., basically trust me and what I’m saying)…..but hey --- THIS IS OUR HOME!!!  Home trumps 
your job any day of the week. 
Find somewhere else in Plainfield. You’re not welcome in this neighborhood. 
There are drugs and crime in every neighborhood, but look at the number of police runs just to your facility.  Horrible.  And then look a block 
around your place on Vine.  We cannot stand for that sort of crime just because you move in. 
I think it says something that 8 of your current neighbors came to the library meetings.  7 went out of their way to come and had nothing 
positive to say about you.  The 8th worked at the library and volunteers at Family Promise. 

 


